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stem cell technology
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beauty

With stress, age, & uV exposure, our skin can really take a beating! plant derived stem cells
stimulate the skin’s own stem cell rejuvenation process. these Image skincare products will 

deliver unsurpassed preventive measures against the effects of aging & uV damage. stem cells  
also stimulate collagen & elastin production to reveal younger, healthier, glowing skin!

PREVENTION +  
daily ultimate protection  
moisturizer SPF 50
this next generation broad spectrum 
uVa/uVB moisturizer provides skin 
with the ultimate in protection & 
prevention. plant derived stem  
cells reduce the risk of free radical 
damage caused by the sun.

AGELESS
total anti-aging serum
this anti-aging serum is a unique
cosmeceutical blend of alpha 
hydroxy acids in combination with 
apple stem Cell technology.  
protects skin cells against oxidative 
stress, combats aging effects,  
& leaves skin luminous & glowing.

I CONCEAL
What does your foundation do for  
you? this one-of-a-kind mineral  
foundation heals as it conceals. plant 
derived stem cells regenerate cells  
while oxygenating properties aid the 
healing process, making this the  
perfect post-treatment concealer.

the MAX crème
prevent & reverse the signs of aging 
with the maX Crème. one of the  
first formulations of its kind, this  
revolutionary product incorporates  
two different strains of plant derived 
stem cells. active ingredients repair  
cell damage, protect against free  
radical damage, & rejuvenate the  
extracellular matrix.

the MAX eye crème
this next-generation day & night eye 
crème contains high concentrations 
of growth factors derived from plant 
stem cells to protect skin & prevent 
the aging effects caused by free  
radical damage. this eye creme  
reduces the appearance of fine lines 
& wrinkles, reduces puffiness &  
inflammation, & prevents cell aging.

the MAX facial cleanser
a daily acid free, sulfate free & 
paraben free gentle cleanser to 
balance & optimize skin’s ph. 
plant-derived stem cells as well  
as plant extracts nourish skin, 
extend cell life, slow the aging 
process & protect against  
environmental pollutants such as 
smoke, uV rays & free radicals.

the MAX serum
this revolutionary day & night 
serum rejuvenates skin in a new 
dimension. multi-layered  
nutripeptide technology works  
to plump skin while stem cell  
technology repairs cell damage. 
this serum will dramatically  
reduce the appearance of fine  
lines & wrinkles.


